DEPUTY OF THE YEAR NOMINATION FORM

Instructions: Each year, District Deputies have the opportunity to nominate up to 3 Branch Deputies for the Deputy Of The Year Award. Please complete the information below. The finalist will be recognized at the District Installation. When completing the Nomination Form, determine the answers to the following questions and write a summary to these questions in the Comments Section:

1) How effectively does the Branch Deputy explain I.C.F. programs?
2) Are there specific ways the Branch Deputy promotes the I.C.F.?
3) How does the Branch Deputy promote spirituality among I.C.F. members?
4) How does the Branch Deputy participate and support the Branch’s functions?
5) Give examples of ways in which the Branch Deputy demonstrates qualities of leadership.
6) How has the Branch Deputy helped in the recruitment of new members?

DISTRICT DEPUTY NAME: ______________________________ DISTRICT: ______________________________

NOMINEE #1

Deputy Name: ___________________________________________ Br. No. _________ City:_______________________

Deputy to Branch No. _______________________________ City: ______________________________

Number of Years Serving As Branch Deputy: _______________________

Number of Meetings/Branch Functions Attended In Last Year: _______

Miles Deputy Travels To Location Of Branch: ________

Comments:
**NOMINEE #2**

Deputy Name: ____________________________________________  Br. No. ________  City: ____________________________

Deputy to Branch No. _________________________________  City: _________________________________

Number of Years Serving As Branch Deputy: ____________

Number of Meetings/Branch Functions Attended In Last Year: ____________

Miles Deputy Travels To Location Of Branch: _________

Comments: ____________

**NOMINEE #3**

Deputy Name: ____________________________________________  Br. No. ________  City: ____________________________

Deputy to Branch No. _________________________________  City: _________________________________

Number of Years Serving As Branch Deputy: ____________

Number of Meetings/Branch Functions Attended In Last Year: ____________

Miles Deputy Travels To Location Of Branch: _________

Comments: ____________